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FFP, French Federation of Photocatalysis, is taking sour and is becoming FEP,
European Federation of Photocatalysis, mobilizing in its wake industrials and
researchers through JEP, the European days devoted to Photocatalysis.
This new technology, thanks to its success, rallies more and more scientists and
manufacturers in Europe. The French federation, with its opening approach,
constitutes FEP, next may 2009. It organizes with Innovalis Aquitaine as partner
JEP09 that will take place in Bordeaux. Those days will speak about the last
technological advances of photocatalysis involved in environment and sanitary
protection.
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Union of proficiencies in Europe
FFP, owing to its new status, establishes its acknowledgement on a European and
international level. New Belgian German Italian British and Spanish partners will
come to enrich this brilliant circle with their recent findings and knowledge on
photocatalysis. FFP pursues its development by federating all these talents together
like manufacturers, engineers, scientists, environmental professionals or users.
Through working on its identity towards international proceedings, FFP gives shape
to its organization process about an economical and embryonic sector. that will be
promising on the sustainable development market. Mobilizing common values and
interests from all the speakers of photocatalysis, the Federation assures now the
defence of a new technology in a unified way through a European approach.
JEP 2009: the congress gives the tone of gathering
JEP 2009 comes within the scope of widening and suggests to visit numerous
applications of photocatalysis in various sectors, especially in air purification, water
treatment, sanitary protection and recent photocatalytical materials. These days,
framed on five sessions, three conferences and twenty‐one oral communications are
meant for scientists and manufacturers from all Europe. Architects are expected as
well in this forum and will be concerned about materials and photocatalysis. The
most interesting part of this emerging technology is to have use of low cost
resources, fully available from nature. It applies this property mixing semi‐conductor
and light emission to reduce surrounding pollution. This peculiar detail on
photocatalysis will give the tone to the federating matter of congress: « strength of
light working for environment ».
The objective of these days is to gather engineers and other environmental
professionals to present their last innovations and discuss future trends and
prospects of photocatalysis, as far as sustainable development is concerned. These
new directions concerning building and sanitary will favour and enrich debates with
all the well‐known European scientists and manufacturers. JEP 2009 will be the
opportunity to have more informal exchanges as well with posters sessions and
demonstration stands.
A website devoted to JEP 2009 is available and informs you about the forum and its
organization. You can connect you on: http://jep2009site.teamresa.biz
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